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/ ˈɑr ka'v @com synons for archives in all. Documents or records relating to activities, business transactions, etc. of individuals, families, corporations, associations, communities, or nation.archives are where public records or other historical documents are kept. The experience was sealed at her memory archive. Digital technology. A computer directory or folder that contains a
long-term storage device or a copy of the file for backup or future reference to disk or magnetic tape. A collection of digital data stored in this way. A computer file that contains one or more compressed files. Permanently a collection of information stored on the Internet: the magazine present.to archives online in 1923 and stored in a place or archive: voting on archiving historical
documents in the city. Digital technology. Compress the computer file and save it in a single file. It was first recorded in 1595-1605. Originally, as vengefully, in the French Archives, the late Latin plural noun Akiba, the Greek archaeological public records from the Archia Public Records, archeion town hall, public office, archḗ Magis Trace, office+ -eion suffix locationDictionary.com
according to the Unabridged Dictionary of The Nansung House, Random House, © Random House, 202, Random House, inc. scroll, extract, register, A collection of chronicles, excerpts, documents or records such as institutions, families, etc., where these records are kept in archives (documents, data, etc.) and not long-term storage taps or data transferred to diskC17: in the late
Latin archývum, in the Greek arkheion repository of official records, in the Arkkhýé governmentCollins English Dictionary - Fully and Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Inc. 1979 , 1986 © Harper Collins Publishing House 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012 DAYverbum sapphrase words | [Burbujum- Sap] 2020 Word of the year© 2020 Dictionary.com,
LLC ar· Chav | \\1: Public records or places where historical material (such as documents) preserve archives of historical manuscripts also film archives: archival - often used for multiple readings through archives2: Repository: Storage: Especially the collection of information transformation verb synonyms More examples for sentence archives One of the tricks that work in inter-
eddy fields such as digital preservation is that too often we can use the same terminology but don't actually talk about the same things. In my opinion, the most perplexing term in the digital retention debate is archive. At this point, it has become a lot of different things in different contexts. It can mean so many different things that are part of digital preservation Use a large term
warrant. I wanted to spend a few moments trying and putting the text in the URL that can be referenced here when we need to analyze and obscure what it means by the archive. For some relevant reading, we recommend checking out Kate Theimer's archives as context and context and roles in the field of expertise in archives and digital archives. I would stress that I'm not very
interested in telling people what's not an archive and what's not. Instead, I 1) help people avoid talking past each other and 2) start sussing the resonance between these different uses for a while. I would like to hear more perspective on the use of the term and the resonance between its use in opinions. In many contexts where the term archive holds considerable weight, the term
often concerns longevity, safety, order and authenticity, and for good reason it concerns items or records that fit together. To a wide range, across each application I think we can see the surface of this point. My goal here is not to thoroughly describe any of these methods in which words are used, but to gesture too short for other purposes. I should emphasize that this is how I
sort some of the different uses of the term. I invite readers to add or suggest other use and comment on this under the post. In the context of an archive organization, as in records management, an archive is often the place in your organization that is required to maintain and organize records in your organization. Therefore, radio stations or hospitals, or financial services
companies are asked to keep copies of their operating records around for a variety of reasons (litigation, tax purposes, descendants, compliance, etc.). In this case, the archive is used to organize and maintain records and materials for use in your organization. In this case, a large part of the archive work is to ensure that only what is considered useful for a particular future use
case is maintained. Archive One of the specific sensations of using the term archive, as in the papers in Archive So and So, is to describe a particular kind of collection. Effectively, an archive is a archive that hangs together for a very special reason. An archive is a paper or record of a specific user or from a specific organization. The fact that items and records in a collection like a
specific name in a collection is the result of ongoing work by an individual or organization. The word natural and organic is usually played here, the idea is that the archive is a collection of items and records that exist as a whole. In contrast, archives can refer to a collection of rare books brought together by collectors over time. Collection. In this case, man-made is not to say that
the collection is bad just because it is assembled into a set of materials after the fact. Right-click on the archive used for web mail -&gt; Archive as in Add to Archive. For most people, the most common use of the term archive is available in the context menu of computing. On many operating systems, you can right-click some icons in a file and click Add to Archive or Create
Archive. In such cases, borrowing the term's legacy of use in computing more generally would mean clinging to a compressed container file. In this context, the term archive is largely related to the concept of backup. Effectively, archived copies of these files are a little more difficult but right at your fingertips nonetheless. The use of terms in Web applications, such as web email
clients, is very similar. For many webmail systems, the archive is all emails that you have not deleted and are not in your inbox. In the logic of piling versus submission, this really makes sense. In the past, correspondence and invoices could have been configured in a specific and structural way, keeping only what they needed for the future and deliberately placing them as easy
places to find in the future. The submission process for records management is much more consistent with what the archivist means for the archive. As emails go further and into something that people simply expect to be able to do a full-text search for the term archive, but the fact that people now usually let's stack up on one big thing called the archive they're searching for is very
different from the intentional organizational thing that archivist usually talks about. Computer data storage in a modern office building taken in the 1980s, Carol M. Blacksmith Archive Photographs, Library of Congress, Print and Photography Department. When IT personnel use the term archive, which typically talks about hardware, they archive it like a tape archive. At the
beginning of each repository architecture meeting at the Library of Congress we usually need to start with this vocabulary discussion. For example, many large organizations use HSM, a hierarchical storage management system that maintains different storage tiers with different performance requirements. At this point, the top level can be a relatively small amount of expensive but
fast flash memory, and below that it can be a larger pool of bital disk storage where you can find something called an archive layer. In this case, the archive means the tape archive. Magnetic tape remains the cheapest medium (it can store more data on tape at a lower cost than disk) but is significantly less reactive. So it will take time to get the information back from the tape.
Therefore, it must be kept within the design of the storage system. Often it ends up with the largest but cheapest tier of storage systems, such as backup copies. The definition here relies on a long history of using the term archive as a synonym for magnetic tape storage systems. File formats.tar packaging data for storage, and that in itself means tape archives. The use of the term
archive dates back to computer system architecture in the 1940s. Referenced online versus offline storage in the original context. The reels on the tape were literally off-line, and unlike things like magnetic cores at the time, the reels had to be placed and mounted before accessing the data, and later there was random access memory. Web Archive Archives on Wendy's blog:
Legal Tags, Legal Blawgs Web Archives, Congressional Legal Library Many organizations are now in the business of harvesting content from the web for long-term access and preservation. In these cases, tools such as Heritrix, an open source web crawler, are sent to capture all rendered content on a web page and capture all related files associated with other pages that link
within defined parameters. As part of this collection process, the tool records information about the date and time the data was collected. At this point, the tool can store the content in a WARC file or web archive file and then play it back through a tool such as a Wayback machine. Therefore, there is a lot of information that can be used to assert the authenticity of the data, how a
particular URL presents itself to Heritrix, and how Heritrix interprets it at a particular moment. In other words, the backup copy of much more information in the computing use of the archive is then the disciplinary perspective of the archive. At this point, there are many digital collections that use the term archive, such as digital archives, which are not necessarily square in how they
are used. For example, the September 11 Digital Archive, Bracero Archive Shelley-Godwin Archive is a good example of the diversity of this use. In each case, efforts were made to collect or collect relevant materials. On September 11, the Digital Archive is a crowdsourced collection of materials related to the attack, the Bracero Archive is a digital collection of oral history
interviews with individuals who participated in the Guest Walker program in Brace, and the Shelley-Godwin Archive gathers digitized copies of basic manuscript originals related to a particular family. The origins of this use are anchored in Jerome McGann's work in the Rossetti archives, and McGann has developed a rationale for the theoretical perspective of the potential hyper
media has brought to allow the creation of a new kind of archive. Along with this use, digital archives have also been used as a term to refer to born digital materials processed as part of the traditional concept of archives. In this case, The birth of Salman Rushdie in the digital archive. Some archive purists may call all these artificial collections. But I won't. I don't think this is so
much about computing terms invading space, but instead it's another tradition where systematically collected material is called archives within heritage organizations. The Folk Life Archive, for example, the American Folk Center Archive, at the Library of Congress, has long worked to acquire an etymological field collection for the archive. In these cases, folkologists went out, made
field recordings, and then worked with the archives to organize them for access. This is said, so it's generally worth recognizing that the term digital archive conveys this language and meaning as a formal repository for papers or records management terms. In other words, digital archives hang together as a ritual of weaving together different mediums of expression. See Kate
Tamer's recent presentation at the American Historical Society's annual meeting to take another take on the idea of digital archives, distinguishing values that explore: archives and digital historical representations. The concept and consideration of the archive is that the last category I include here is to theorize the archive. The extensive work of literature and media theory focuses
on the archives. Here I am thinking of the concept of Fooco's archives, Therida's perspective on archive fever, and Kittler and Wolfgang Ernst's concept of archives of media archaeology. In most cases, this work is less about what happens in individual archives, more about the role of archives in society, or about the notion of archives as traces of the past in things. For example,
for Foucault, an archive is a term for the entire historical record/evidence to work with, not an individual set of data. Such a theoretical take can be frustrating to many archives in the archives, many of these works do not engage in the professional practice of archives or archive theories, the body of scholarship the archive itself has been built through ongoing practice and research,
at least since the French Revolution. In addition, in the tradition of media archaeology and media theory, a significant amount of this work focuses on the process of inscriptions and built-in logic of other media inscriptions and embedded logic (optical media, gramaphone, database, MP3 format, etc.), archives are an increasingly important genre of artifacts and records that they
approach. Kirshenbaum's mechanism: New media and forensic imagination are in themselves valuable examples of how they work in these media theory traditions. Combined with archival theory, we produce scholarships that directly inform the development of tools and practices for practicing archival archives. Again, these extensive and interdedried conversations about archives
can be very useful for those who work inside and outside the archives. So, is there any other definition I'm missing? Do I have a pedigree fault for this? I would like to continue this discussion in the comments. Thanks to Matthew Kirshenbaum, Nikki Sailor and Kate Tamer, we can offer your opinions and suggestions on improvements in this post.
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